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SUMMARY

Most of the successful applications of FWI have been mainly
driven by the information carried out by diving waves and
subcritical reflections, as the classical formalism appears to
be unable to exploit reflected waves to build the long-to-
intermediate wavelengths of the velocity structure. Alter-
native approaches have been recently revisited to focus on
short-spread reflections only using some prior knowledge of
the reflectivity. The present study presents a unified for-
malism, which aims to update the low wavenumbers of the
velocity model by joint inversion of the diving waves and
the full reflected wavefield. A hierarchical scheme assum-
ing a scale seperation is implemented to alternatively update
the high-wavenumber impedance model through a non-linear
migration-like approach and low wavenumber velocity model
through our unified formulation.

INTRODUCTION

Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) is an appealing method for
quantitative high-resolution subsurface imaging (Virieux and
Operto, 2009). In most applications, classical FWI approaches
only invert for the velocity parameter (VP) to avoid updating
too many unknowns, assuming that a density (ρ) background
model is constant or known. If the initial VP model allows to
predict the data without cycle skipping and very long offsets
make transmission data available, classical FWI is theoreti-
cally amenable to update both the kinematics (smooth varia-
tions) and kinetics (rapid variations) properties of the recon-
structed VP model. However, other parameters such as the
density and/or impedance can have a significant impact on the
amplitudes of the reflected wavefield in presence of sharp con-
trasts. Limiting the inversion to the velocity update keeping the
other parameters fixed might introduce artifacts in the final VP
model. Therefore, it appears that multi-parameter inversion is
required for reliable high-frequency quantitative imaging from
both diving/transmitted and reflected waves.

According to the diffraction pattern associated with parame-
ters of different nature (see Operto et al. (2013) for a recent
analysis), the sensitivity of FWI to parameters varies with the
subsurface parameterization that is used for inversion. In par-
ticular, the velocity-impedance parameterization (VP− IP with
IP = VP ρ) makes FWI sensitive mainly to transmitted energy
for VP update and reflected energy for IP update. With such pa-
rameterization, cross-talks between the two classes of param-
eters are reduced, at the expense of the resolution with which
the VP model is updated. In contrast, the VP−ρ parametriza-
tion enables FWI to exploit the full range of diffracting an-
gles to update VP, while FWI is only sensitive to the short-

spread reflections for the ρ update. Although high-resolution
VP models can be built, this parameterization leads to signifi-
cant cross-talks between VP and ρ during the inversion of the
short-spread reflections. In order to reduce such ambiguity, the
(VP, IP) parameterization might be more suitable for FWI of
reflected waves. The fact that VP and IP are updated within two
distinct wavenumber bands (low and high, respectively) during
FWI prompts us to recast the inversion formulation under the
assumption of an explicit scale separation between a smooth
velocity background model and a short-wavelength impedance
model.

Gradients of the FWI misfit function can be analyzed under
the diffraction tomography principle (Devaney, 1982), which
states that the imaged wavenumber ~k at a point diffractor is
linked to the angular frequency ω and local diffraction angle θ
through the relation : ~k = 2ω/c0 cos(θ/2)~n, where c0 denotes
the local wavespeed. The recovered wavenumber spectrum is
therefore determined by the sampling of ω and θ . As both div-
ing and reflected waves generally illuminate the shallow part
of the subsurface, leading to a broad diffraction-angle cover-
age, the low wavenumber spectrum (i.e., long-wavelength vari-
ations) is well reconstructed in this area, whereas deeper tar-
gets are mainly illuminated by short-spread reflections, which
favor the reconstruction of short wavelengths at the expense of
longer ones. Although low frequencies may balance the deficit
of wide-angle coverage to update the low wavenumbers of the
subsurface, in practice the lowest available frequency is not
sufficiently small to overcome this issue.

To update the velocity macromodel from reflection data, image-
domain strategies (e.g., Symes and Carazzone, 1991) aim to
maximize a semblance criterion in the migrated domain. Al-
ternatively, recent data-domain strategies (e.g., Xu et al., 2012;
Brossier et al., 2013; Ma and Hale, 2013), inspired by Chavent
et al. (1994), rely on a scale separation between the velocity
macromodel and prior knowledge of the reflectivity to empha-
size the transmission regime in the sensitivity kernel of the in-
version. However, all these strategies focus on reflected waves,
discarding the low-wavenumber information carried out by div-
ing waves. As diving waves and subcritical reflections provide
a significant part of the recorded energy, high-resolution tomo-
graphic methods should take advantage of all types of waves.

In this study, we propose a multi-parameter FWI based on
the VP− IP parameterization, which iteratively alternates the
updating of the IP model (keeping VP fixed) and that of the
VP model (keeping IP fixed). The misfit function associated
with the IP inversion involves the reflected waves only, leading
to a least-square migration-like algorithm to build the high-
wavenumber IP model. Due to the specific chosen parame-
terization, this inversion does not inject low wavenumbers in
the IP model, even in the shallow part. On the other hand, for
the VP update, we design a new misfit function that allows us
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to use both diving and reflected energy during the updating of
the small-to-intermediate wavenumbers of the velocity model
(Zhou et al., 2014). Assuming that the reflectivity model that
is derived from the previous IP inversion is known and sepa-
rating explicitly the contributions of the reflected waves and
the diving waves in the misfit function allow us to remove
the first-order migration isochrones associated with reflected
waves in the sensitivity kernel of FWI. Without this explicit
separation, the energetic high wavenumbers from those mi-
gration isochrones would be introduced into the VP model, al-
though the VP− IP parameterization is used: this is not desir-
able for velocity macromodel building and would violate the
scale-separation assumption.

Both forward modeling and inversion are performed in the
time domain, although the formulation is developed here in
the frequency domain for sake of compactness. The synthetic
Valhall model with surface long-offset survey will illustrate the
concepts of our approach.

THEORY

In classical FWI, the misfit function is defined through the L2
norm of the data residual

CclasFWI = 0.5‖d−Ru‖2, (1)

where the observed data are denoted by d and the modeled
wavefield is denoted by u sampled at receiver positions (the
real-valued sampling operator R). All types of waves are in-
volved in this definition, including diving, direct, reflected waves
and so on. As a criterion to assess the quality of the proposed
model, a lower value of the misfit function is searched by using
the local descent direction w.r.t. model parameters m, gener-
ally termed as the gradient :

GclasFWI = λ † ∂B
∂m

u, (2)

where † denotes the adjoint operation, B the forward prob-
lem operator and λ the adjoint wavefield. In the time do-
main, this formalism transfers to a zero-lag cross-correlation
of fields u and λ with coefficients ∂B/∂m. To understand the
behavior of the gradient, let us consider a two-reflector model
prospected with surface survey (z = 0km). The initial velocity
slightly differs from the true velocity. The adjoint field asso-
ciated with the direct wave residual λ d generates a first Fres-
nel zone within z = ±0.5km, while the one associated with
the reflected wave residual λ r generates two secondary Fres-
nel zones (also known as migration isochrones), through the
correlations with u (Figure 1-a). The first Fresnel zone con-
tributes to long-wavelength update, while the isochrones de-
lineate the reflector positions. Due to the trade-off between
the depth of reflector and background velocity, the imaged
depths of reflectors can be hardly corrected (z = 0.84,1.7km
vs true depths= 0.80,1.6km) and the velocity remains erro-
neous (= 1600m/s vs true value=1500m/s). From this simple
test, we show that the classical FWI fails to retrieve the long-
wavelength of velocity contained in the reflected waves, and
falls into local minima due to the trade-off effect. We therefore
rely on the scale separation between the velocity macromodel

and high-wavenumber reflectivity model, and aim to develop
a formalism that enables us to eliminate the high-wavenumber
first-order isochrones in the gradient (2).

Building long-wavelength velocity model
Due to the usual frequency band and offset-range that are con-
sidered in seismic exploration, the recorded direct/diving waves,
and hence the first Fresnel zone in the FWI gradient (2), sam-
ple only the shallow part of the subsurface, while the migra-
tion isochrones generated by the reflection residuals sample
the subsurface at all depths. In this setting, the long wave-
lengths can be only updated in the shallow part of the subsur-
face. Some approaches have been proposed to update the long
wavelengths from reflected waves (Xu et al., 2012; Brossier
et al., 2013). However, these approaches do not make use of
the long-wavelength information carried out by diving waves.
In this study, we propose a new integrated formulation of FWI
that jointly invert diving and reflected waves for macro-velocity
model building.

CnewFWI = 0.5‖W d(dd−Ru0)‖2+0.5‖W r(dr−Rδu)‖2, (3)

where dd and dr denote the observed direct and reflected ar-
rivals, u0 and δu denote the background and scattered part of
the modeled wavefield, respectively. The scattered field δu is
computed from a reflectivity model, which is assumed to be
known. In this definition, the misfit function has been split
into two L2 norms: this splitting honors the explicit separation
between the contributions of the direct/diving waves and re-
flections part of the data in the FWI formulation. Without this
separation, the high-wavenumber first-order isochrones would
not removed from the FWI gradient. Weighting operators W d

and W r are also introduced to balance the respective contribu-
tions of the diving and reflected waves.

The gradient of this misfit function (7) can be derived through
the Lagrangian formulation of the adjoint-state method:

L (m0,u0,δu,a1,a2) =CnewFWI + 〈a1,B(m0)u0− s〉
+ 〈a2,B(m0,δm)δu+[B(m0,δm)−B(m0)]u0〉, (4)

where m0 denotes the current velocity model, δm the given
reflectivity model, s the source term and a1, a2 the adjoint
fields, which are found by zeroing the partial derivatives of
(4) w.r.t. the state variables u0 and δu. The field a2, which
satisfies B(m0,δm)†a2 =−RTW rTW r∆dr∗ with the conjugate
reflected wave residual ∆dr∗ as the source term, can be decom-
posed into a background part λ r

0 computed in m0 and a per-
turbation part δλ r scattered by δm. The field a1, which satis-
fies B(m0)

†a1 =−[B(m0,δm)−B(m0)]
†a2−RTW dTW d∆dd∗,

can also be decomposed into a background part λ d
0 gener-

ated by the direct/diving wave residuals ∆dd∗ and a scattered
part δλ r associated with the scattering source term [B(m0)−
B(m0,δm)]a2 from the perturbation model. The superscript of
fields λ denotes the type of adjoint source (direct/diving ver-
sus reflection residuals). The gradient of (7) for m0 update is
given by

GnewFWI = ∂m0L ≈ a†
1 ∂B u0 +a†

2 ∂B δu

= λ d†
0 ∂B u0 +δλ r† ∂B u0 +λ r†

0 ∂B δu+δλ r† ∂B δu (5)
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where ∂B is a shorthand for the diffraction pattern ∂m0 B(m0,δm).
Some terms are neglected as they only appear at δm 6= 0 po-
sitions. This formalism (5) indicates a combination of first
Fresnel zones associated with diving waves (1st. term) and re-
flected waves (from 2nd. and 3rd. terms), as well as isochrones
resulting from higher-order scattering (from 2nd. to 4th. terms)
(Figure 1-b,c).

A direct implementation of eq. (5) would require a scattered-
field formulation of the forward problem, for which the source
terms of the scattered fields δu and a1 are expensive to com-
pute in the time domain. Therefore, we propose a cheaper im-
plementation of GnewFWI (which should be a reasonable ap-
proximation):

GnewFWI ≈ GclasFWI in m0,δm−λ r†
0 ∂m0 B(m0) u0 (6)

Three computations are necessary: [1] Compute the gradient
of the classical FWI misfit function (2) with model m0,δm, us-
ing weighted data residuals W d∆dd +W r∆dr instead of ∆d in
eq. (1). This term contains all terms in eq. (5) plus undesired
first-order isochrones λ r†

0 ∂B u0. [2] Compute λ r†
0 ∂m0 B(m0) u0

using W r∆dr as an approximation to λ r†
0 ∂B u0 obtained from

[1]. [3] Subtract the two terms to discard the first-order isochrones.
Note that [1] and [2] could be performed in parallel, demand-
ing two-times more computational resources than classical FWI,
for the same real computational time.

High-order scattering effect and inversion parametrization
The above workflow is unable to suppress high-order isochrones
generated by the constructive correlation of multi-scattered wave-
fields (Figure 1-b). Fortunately, these isochrones have smaller
amplitudes than those of first-order isochrones removed by our
workflow (2nd. term on the RHS of (6)), and most part of
them destructively interfere each other when multiple sources
and receivers are considered. However, not all these high-order
isochrones can be suppressed in the same way, as some of them
show the same behavior as the first-order isochrones. Effi-
cient filtering of these high-order isochrones can be performed
through a judicious subsurface parametrization for gradient
computation. If the VP gradient is built with the VP−ρ parame-
terization, a broad range of wavelengths are imaged according
to the isotropic diffraction pattern of VP for this parameteriza-
tion (Operto et al., 2013). In this case, the isochrones cannot
be fully filtered out (Figure 1-b). In contrast, if the VP − IP
parameterization is used, only the long-to-intermediate wave-
lengths of VP are reconstructed from the wide diffraction an-
gles (Figure 1-c), while the short-to-intermediate wavelengths
of the subsurface are mapped into the IP model, according to
the diffraction pattern of these two parameter classes. There-
fore, the VP− IP parameterization is chosen in the following to
reduce the imprint of isochrones in the VP models.

Inversion of VP− IP through a hierarchical scheme
We propose to implement the VP− IP inversion through a hi-
erarchical scheme. Starting from a smooth VP model, we per-
form the IP inversion using only weighted reflected wave resid-
ual. The misfit function for this IP inversion is

CIPFWI = 0.5‖W r(dr−Rδu)‖2 (7)

This inversion builds a high-wavenumber initial IP model which
is used as the known reflectivity model for the subsequent VP

update. For VP reconstruction we only invert for a smooth
model through the workflow (6), regardless any high-wavenumber
perturbations. In this way we decouple the contribution of
the two parameters and make the inversion more robust to
recover the true models. We then perform a new inversion
of the reflected wavefield to update the reflectivity model ac-
cording to the updated VP model, as the new VP would in-
troduce cycle-skipping without updating the reflectivity model
(Brossier et al., 2013). Therefore, the overall multi-parameter
inversion is implemented by alternating inversions of IP and
VP in an iterative manner.
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Figure 1: Preconditioned gradients of VP. Left: One source-
receiver pair. Right: Full acquisition. (a) Classical FWI gradi-
ent computed without prior reflectivity. (b-c) New FWI gra-
dient computed with prior reflectivity. (b) VP − ρ parame-
terization (c) VP− IP parameterization. Note that more long-
wavelength content is retrieved in (b), (c) than in (a), and that
the unwanted high-order isochrones are damped in (c).

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We illustrate this workflow on the synthetic 2D Valhall model
(Figure 2-a,b). The initial models (Figure 2-c,d) are built from
1D models. This models is extracted from a highly smoothed
version of the true model, but deliberately chosen such that
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no cycle-skipping occurs on direct and diving waves. Sources
and receivers are put in the water layer to mimic an offshore
acquisition with the maximum offset equal to 6km.

The first high-wavenumber IP model (Figure 2-e) is built by
using the reflected waves data, and iterating with l-BFGS opti-
mization. The misfit value of the reflected waves (i.e. eq. (7))
is decreased to 50% within only 5 iterations as the IP inversion
is a quite linear problem. However, the number of iteration has
to remain small to avoid overfitting the data with the wrong
velocity model, which introduce significant artifacts to the IP
model and degenerate the quality of the reflectivity informa-
tion.

This first impedance model is then used as fixed prior pertur-
bation model to compute the gradient of VP, derived from both
diving and reflected waves with our proposed unified formula-
tion (Figure 2-f). Because the high-wavenumber components
have been suppressed or canceled out, the gradient is domi-
nated by long-wavelength updates that should be able to re-
contruct a smooth VP model. As the gradient is computed in
the first IP model, which is yet unable to focalize energy of
the deep reflectors, the long wavelength update is still limited
above the anticlinal structure, and focalized to the low velocity
zones of the gas layers. The alternate updates of velocity and
impedance should be able to focalize energy to deeper reflec-
tors with iterations, making the update of velocity at greater
depth with iterations.

As a comparison, we also show the classical FWI gradients for
ρ (Figure 2-g) and VP (Figure 2-h), respectively, computed in
the same initial model. As expected, the classical approach is
mainly sensitive to small diffraction angles of reflected waves
for ρ , leading to the ρ gradient dominated by high-wavenumber
components. On the contrary, due to the sensitivity to the full
diffraction angle range for VP, the gradient of VP contains a full
spectrum of wavenumbers. However, the low-wavenumber
components are limited within the depth range sample by div-
ing waves at about z< 1.5km, meaning that the low-wavenumber
components contained in reflected waves are not well used.

This example shows how our method is able to exploit the
low-wavenumber components from both diving and reflected
waves.

CONCLUSION

We propose to build the velocity macromodel by FWI by joint
inversion of diving waves and reflected waves. Our approach
relies on the explicit decomposition of the subsurface model
into a smooth background velocity model and reflectivity, and
the dataset into diving waves and short-spread reflected waves.
These decompositions make the velocity gradient to be domi-
nated by surface-to-surface and reflector-to-surface first Fres-
nel zones. We propose a computationally efficient implemen-
tation of this approach by subtracting two terms computed by
classical FWI in two models, one with the prior reflectivity
and one without. Although fictitious second-order isochrones
cannot be explicitly suppressed, they are mostly removed by
stacking over multiple sources and receivers. The role of the
subsurface parameterization to drive the FWI toward the re-
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Figure 2: Example on Valhall case. (a,b) True models and (c,d)
initial models. (e) The first IP model is reconstructed by using
reflected waves only. This IP model is then fixed and used
as reflectivity information to derive the VP gradient (f), which
is dominated by low-wavenumber components. The gradients
of (g) ρ (g) and (h) VP from the classical FWI exhibits high-
wavenumber components and low-wavenumber components
only in the shallow part of the VP gradient, sampled by div-
ing waves.

construction of the long wavelengths is also highlighted. This
unified formulation for the velocity update is integrated to a
hierarchical workflow that alternates impedance and velocity
updates.
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